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The rise of social media has changed the nature of the fashion industry. Influence is no longer concentrated
in the hands of an elite few: social networks have distributed power across a broader set of tastemakers. To
understand this new landscape of influence, we created FITNet — a network of the top 10k influencers of the
larger Twitter fashion graph. To construct FITNet, we trained a content-based classifier to identify fashion-
relevant Twitter accounts. Leveraging this classifier, we estimated the size of Twitter’s fashion subgraph,
snowball sampled more than 300k fashion-related accounts based on following relationships, and identified
the top 10k influencers in the resulting subgraph. We use FITNet to perform a large-scale analysis of fashion
influencers, and demonstrate how the network facilitates discovery, surfacing influencers relevant to specific
fashion topics that may be of interest to brands, retailers, and media companies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rise of social media has transformed the creation and diffusion of fashion influence [26]. New
social media networks distribute fashion authority across a broad set of tastemakers known as
influencers: entities with large followings who can inform and guide the buying decisions of their
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Fig. 1. To construct FITNet, we trained a classifier to predict a Twitter account’s fashion relevance; leveraged
the classifier to estimate the size of Twitter’s fashion subgraph and snowball sample more than 300k fashion-
related accounts; and ran PageRank over the resulting subgraph, identifying the top 10k influencers and
capturing the interactions between them.

audience. Fashion brands, retailers, and media conglomerates in turn strive to engage with these
influencers, who may hold significant sway over a company’s target market [61].
To better understand the relationship between fashion companies, influencers, and social net-

works, this paper presents FITNet1, a network of the 10k most influential Twitter accounts within
the larger Twitter fashion graph. FITNet is the first large-scale analysis of fashion influencers on
social media, exposing the fashion categories (e.g., individual, brand, retailer, media) of its accounts,
the following relationships between them, as well as their retweet andmention interactions between
January 1st, 2018, and February 1st, 2019.
To construct FITNet, our research team manually identified 11.5k fashion-related Twitter ac-

counts, and used this dataset to train a classifier with 92% accuracy for predicting fashion relevance
based on Tweet content and account metadata (Figure 1). Leveraging this classifier and a re-weighted
random-walk sampling algorithm [31], we estimated that Twitter’s fashion-related subgraph com-
prises 260k accounts. To approximate this subgraph, we snowball-sampled the follower-following
graph of our training set until our classifier identified 300k fashion accounts. Running PageR-
ank [52] over this subgraph yields an influence ranking over accounts, and we define FITNet to be
the 10k highest-ranked of these.
Once identified, we demonstrate how FITNet can be used to answer questions about fashion

influencers, including how influential they are, who they influence, who they are influenced by,
and how influence is geographically distributed. Our analysis reveals that fashion influencers are
bloggers (54%), editors (14%), stylists (12%), designers (11%), and celebrities (7%), mostly concentrated
in fashion hubs like New York and London, but also distributed across the globe. FITNet highlights
the homophily of fashion influencers: celebrities most often mention other celebrities, and bloggers
predominantly mention other bloggers.

Lastly, we show how FITNet can facilitate discovery. A fashion company wishing to identify new
influencers who resonate with their customers’ interests need only identify a single competitor or
target influencer to start, and then leverage the homophily exhibited by the follow, mention, and
retweet graphs to discover other on-brand influencers in the network.

1FITNet is available for download at http://fashioninfluence.net/fitnet.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
This work is closely related to three types of social network analysis. Researchers have previously
analyzed influencers and their behaviors on different social media platforms [16, 74]; developed
methods for identifying domain-specific Twitter subgraphs [21, 63, 65]; and examined fashion on
social media [29, 43, 44].

2.1 Social Network Influencers
Influencers in a social network are individuals who have significant reach over other members
of the community. The influence of an individual, or node, in the network, is often computed as
the node’s total number of incoming edges, or indegree, divided by the total number of nodes
in the graph [67]. Indegree does not always accurately capture influence, and algorithms such
as PageRank [52] often perform better. For example, according to PageRank, an account that is
followed by many influencers in the network has a higher rank than an account that has many
followers from the ordinary population. PageRank has been extended in many areas and applied to
different contexts [69, 73]. For example, TwitterRank extends PageRank by accounting for both link
structure and topical similarity between accounts [69]. Given that all the accounts in our graph are
fashion-related, we do not need to use TwitterRank [69]; instead, we use the basic formulation of
PageRank to evaluate the relative influence of fashion accounts in our network.

An influencer on social media refers to a specific persona: an individual who is generally followed
by a large number of other accounts and can impact the buying decisions of their followers.
Therefore, social media influencers are often paid to post content that promotes third-party products
and services. Researchers have studied influencers on social media platforms such as Twitter [16,
32, 36, 51, 68], Instagram [9], Facebook [31], Pinterest [30], Tumblr [19], and GitHub [23].

Yang et al. [74] identified 18.5k influencers on Instagram and studied how theymention brands in
their Instagram posts. Instagram does not support a public API for mining following relationships,
or allow users to repost other users’ content. Therefore, Yang et al.’s influencer analysis is limited
to studying mention interactions. Social influence is often closely tied to the concept of homophily.
Chang et al. [18] explored how homophily influences following and repinning interactions on
Pinterest. This paper analyzes three types of relationships among fashion influencers on Twitter:
who they follow, mention, and retweet.

2.2 Domain-Specific Twitter Subgraphs
Creating domain-specific Twitter subgraphs and tweet repositories is a well-studied problem in the
literature. This type of work is challenging because it often requires a large number of annotated
inputs and domain knowledge. Some work has focused on building efficient data Extract-Transform-
Load (ETL) architectures that leverage Twitter’s streaming API to create tweet repositories focused
on specific topics or events [10, 63]. These tweet datasets are often created to support future
machine learning research in a domain. For example, Conforti et al. mined tweets related to mergers
and acquisitions operations to create a dataset for studying stance detection [21].

2.3 Fashion and Social Media
Social media is an important petri dish for studying fashion. Therefore, many researchers have
created and published large fashion datasets frommining social media platforms. Fashion10000 com-
prises 32k fashion images and their corresponding social metadata mined from Flickr [41, 42]. The
Fashionpedia dataset contains 48,825 images of people and their accompanying human-annotated
apparel segmentation masks; the images are harvested from Flickr and other free-license photo
websites [35]. Similarly, NetiLook contains 355,205 photographs and their associated comments
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mined from Lookbook.nu, a social fashion platform where users post photos of themselves wearing
their favorite outfits [40]. Fashionista contains 158,235 photographs and their corresponding social
metadata mined from Chictopia.com, another social fashion platform similar to Lookbook.nu [72].
StreetStyle is a dataset of 12k photos from Instagram annotated with clothing attributes [48].
GeoStyle [45] builds on StreetStyle, and combines it with photos from the Flickr 100M dataset [59].
Given the visual nature of fashion, there are not many fashion repositories containing only text [17].

These datasets have been leveraged to perform large-scale analyses about fashion. For example,
using vision-based techniques and StreetStyle, Matzen et al. produced a large-scale analysis of
fashion trends based on geographic location [48]. Similarly, Al-Halah et al. developed a vision-based
technique in conjunction with the GeoStyle dataset [45] to understand how fashion styles are
influenced across the world [11].
In addition to using fashion-related data from social media to run large-scale analyses about

fashion, researchers frequently leverage this type of data to power fashion applications [11, 11, 29,
39, 43, 44, 75]. Images are often mined from fashion-related accounts and used to train vision-based
systems for recommending apparel [75], forecasting clothing trends [29, 45], and even predicting
the success of fashion models [53]. Similarly, other systems use textual metadata to automatically
extract fashion knowledge from social media platforms such as Instagram [43, 44]. By enabling new
types of data-driven fashion interactions, these large-scale repositories are reshaping the fashion
industry itself [76].
While many large-scale analyses have been done on many aspects of fashion, prior works on

studying fashion influencers have only been completed on a small-scale. Hund determined that the
visual aesthetic of three top Instagram fashion influencers — as ranked by industry publications [34]
— is often reserved and conservative in many ways [33]. Similarly, Çukul et al. studied ten well-
known fashion brands and their attitudes on Instagram to discover how brands communicate to
consumers [22]. Manikonda et al. focused on 20 top fashion brands to analyze how they target
their customers on both Instagram and Twitter [46, 47]. Farinosi et al. studied four young fashion
bloggers and 20 older fashion influencers (over the age of 70) on Instagram to show that older
influencers still have a considerable impact on the industry [27]. Finally, Abidin [9] studied three
Instagram influencers and their 12 followers in Singapore through mentions and hashtags such
as #OOTDs (Outfit Of The Day). In contrast to these small-scale studies, this paper presents a
large-scale analysis of more than 4k fashion influencer accounts — the first of its kind.
This paper extends our initial work on identifying fashion influencers on Twitter, which only

presented a content-based classifier for identifying fashion-related Twitter accounts [38]. This
paper leverages the trained classifier — described in the next section — to first estimate the size of
Twitter’s fashion graph, and then to perform a snowball sampling to discover over 300k distinct,
fashion-related accounts.

3 THE FASHION CLASSIFIER
To mine Twitter’s fashion subgraph, we first need to identify Twitter accounts related to fashion:
we train a classifier that determines whether a Twitter account is fashion-relevant based on the
account profile’s metadata (e.g., profile description, follower count, following count) and the content
of its recent tweets. For the purposes of training this classifier, we define fashion as industry related
to how people dress and style themselves; topics that are related to the industry include the goods
it produces — clothing, accessories, beauty products, — and how those goods are manufactured,
marketed, bought, and sold.
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3.1 Training Dataset
We seeded the classifier’s training dataset with four main types of Twitter fashion accounts:
individuals (e.g., models and bloggers), brands, retailers, and media. We mined fashion individuals
from online lists of top fashion influencers [1, 3–5, 28, 37, 49, 56, 57] and Wikipedia [70, 71]; brands
and retailers from fashion ecommerce and aggregator websites (e.g., Farfetch.com, Net-a-Porter.com,
and Lyst.com); and media companies from Amazon’s bestsellers in women’s and men’s fashion
magazines [7, 8] and highly trafficked fashion websites [6, 60].

We had to manually map the mined entities to Twitter accounts. From this diverse set of sources,
we identified 11,546 distinct English fashion Twitter accounts. We then randomly sampled roughly
the same number of Twitter accounts to serve as the set of negative training examples, yielding an
overall training dataset with 23k Twitter accounts.

3.2 Feature Selection and Preprocessing
For each account in the training dataset, we extracted its metadata — such as username, user id,
profile description, follower count, following count, geo-location, account creation time, verifica-
tion status — and computed content-based features on its 200 most recent tweets. To preprocess
the users’ profile description and users’ tweets, we lowercased all words, and leveraged Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK) [24] to remove stop words, punctuation, and non-English Twitter ac-
counts. Furthermore, we used scikit-learn’s TfidfVectorizer library [54] to tokenize all tweets and
to compute term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) feature vectors for each account.

3.3 Classification and Results
We trained multiple classifiers to predict whether a Twitter account is fashion-relevant. During
the training process, we compared different classification models: logistic regression, deep neural
networks (DNNs), naive Bayes, random forests, and support vector machines (SVMs). We used a
70/30 train/test split, and computed true positive and true negative rates to determine sensitivity
and specificity, respectively.
To train the classifiers, we used scikit-learn libraries [54]. We trained a logistic regression

model using the liblinear solver with L2 regularization and balanced weights. We trained a
DNN using a multi-layer perceptron with three hidden layers of sizes 1024, 256, and 32, and a 10%
validation set. The network converged in 30 epochs with a validation loss of 0.004895. For naive
Bayes, we used Laplace smoothing for regularization in rare cases. The random forest classifier was
trained with 1k trees using eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) [20]. Finally, we trained an SVM
with an RBF kernel (γ = 0.05) and regularization constantC = 4 to control the degree-of-freedom of
the decision boundary. We used 10-fold cross-validation to perform a hyperparameter grid search.

True Positive True Negative
Logistics Regression 0.92 0.81

Random Forest 0.92 0.79
Support Vector Machine 0.92 0.81

Naive Bayes 0.89 0.81

Neural Network 0.88 0.82

Fig. 2. True positive (sensitivity) and true negative (specificity) rates of the trained fashion classifiers.
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Figure 2 demonstrates that the trained logistic regression and SVM models outperform the other
models with respect to true positive and negative rates. We chose to employ the logistic regression
model to mine Twitter’s fashion subgraph since it is a simpler and more interpretable model than
an SVM.

The trained logistic regression model reveals that content-based features computed over profile
descriptions and mined tweets have the highest weights. The presence of terms (and their weights)
such as fashion (7.1), dress (3.5), beauty (3.3), collection (3.2), and wearing (3.0), and hashtags such
as #fashion (2.7), #ootd (2.0) — outfit of the day — and #nyfw (1.62) – New York fashion week —
is highly predictive of fashion relevant Twitter accounts. The model also indicates that fashion
accounts often mention other fashion accounts in their tweets, including magazines@marieclaireuk
(1.3), luxury fashion brands@gucci (1.1), and blogs@WhoWhatWear (1.0). Conversely, geo-location
is one of the least discriminative features, which is interesting given that fashion is often thought
of as being concentrated in specific, metropolitan cities.

4 ESTIMATING THE SIZE OF THE FASHION SUBGRAPH
Leveraging the trained classifier for identifying fashion-relevant Twitter accounts, we can start
mining Twitter’s fashion subgraph. However, it is challenging to design stopping criteria for the
crawl without knowing the approximate size of the subgraph. Estimating the fashion subgraph by
sampling data from Twitter is a challenging task. Not only is Twitter’s network large, but it is also
dynamic: new accounts are being formed, accounts become inactive, and the accounts that users
follow can change over time.

Researchers have developed methods for estimating the properties of domain-specific subgraphs
via sampling. Gjoka et al. [31] obtained unbiased estimators using the Metropolis-Hastings random
walk (MHRW) and a re-weighted random walk (RWRW) to produce a representative sample of
Facebook users. Berry et al. [13] proposed a new unbiased method for estimating group properties
of online social networks. These methods offer strategies for quantifying “a not known and must
be crawled” new domain network, such as fashion.
To estimate the size of the fashion subgraph, we must compute an unbiased sample of Twitter:

that is, a sample where the proportion of fashion nodes is the same as in the complete Twitter
graph. Although there are several unbiased samplers, including RWRW and MHRW, we employed
RWRW because of its convergence properties [31]. While RWRW provides an unbiased sample, it
is possible that we may miss some accounts, given the large size of the Twitter network and the
fact that our crawl is finite.
We considered using Twitter’s streaming API to estimate the fashion subgraph’s size, but dis-

carded this idea after investigation. The streaming API serves the most recent tweets from active
Twitter users. However, the API produces a biased sample susceptible to daily variation. For ex-
ample, significant events in the fashion world (e.g., runway shows) that coincide with a crawl
could bias the estimate and skew the sample of tweets. Moreover, Twitter subsamples the data in a
non-uniform way [50, 55, 66].

4.1 RandomWalk Based Estimation
We can create a sampled subgraphG over Twitter accounts by performing a random walk on the
directed Twitter graph as described by Wang et al. [64]. This random walk treats each Twitter
account as a vertex with edges extending to its follower and following accounts, but ignores the
direction of edges to craw an undirected graph.

We randomly picked five seed accounts to initiate five such random walks, including two fashion
accounts — (@blackbirdlondon and@TheSource) — from the 11.5k fashion accounts we identified,
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and three non-fashion accounts — (@LamWill,@EhhYoWIL, and@ShowoffMadeThis) — from the
non-fashion accounts in the training dataset.
First, given a seed, we use the Tweepy [62] library to crawl the vertex’s following and follower

neighbors. Consider a vertex vi : the probability that the crawler moves to a neighboring vertex vj
is 1/d (vi ) if (vi ,vj ) is an edge inG and d(vi ) is the degree of vertex vi ; otherwise, the probability is 0.
Second, we randomly select a new vertex connected to the previously crawled vertex. To determine
our estimate, we repeated these two steps until we had crawled 200k nodes for each run.
An ordinary random walk on a graph is biased toward high-degree nodes: the probability that

the random walk visits a node v is proportional to its degree d(v), i.e., p(v) ∝ d(v). We use the
Hansen-Hurwitz estimator to debias the walk, re-weighting the visited nodes by their inverse
degree [31]:

fa =

∑
x ∈Fa

1
d (x )∑

x ∈F
1

d (x ) +
∑
y∈F̄a

1
d (y)

,

where fa is the fraction of active2 English fashion accounts, and Fa and F̄a refer to the set of
active English accounts labeled as fashion and non-fashion, respectively.

4.2 Estimation Results
We found that fashion percentage for all five re-weighted random walks stabilizes after crawling
50k accounts (Figure 3), and 60% of accounts in the RWRW sample were active. The average active
English fashion percentage across all the random walks was 0.231%. As of 2018, Twitter had 335
million monthly active users in the world [58], and 34% of them are English accounts based on
the latest data we could find from 2013 [2]. Therefore, given 113.9M English Twitter accounts, we
2We define an account to be active if it has posted two tweets at least six hours apart, in the past month. We determined
that six hours of separation between social media activity is indicative of distinct sessions.
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Fig. 3. The figure shows the estimated fraction of English fashion accounts using five re-weighted random
walks crawled over five months. We crawled around 1M Twitter nodes. Crawlers 1 and 2 started the random
walk from fashion accounts, while crawlers 3, 4, and 5 started from non-fashion accounts.
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estimate that the active English fashion subgraph comprises roughly 263k (0.231%) accounts. In the
future, we will try to estimate the ground-truth properties of the fashion group using the classifier
as previously done by Berry et al. [13].

Across all five re-weighted random walks, we crawled 990k distinct accounts in total, from which
we identified 9,747 fashion accounts. At this point, after deduplication with our 11.5k seeds, we had
identified 20k fashion accounts, which we used as the seed set for the larger crawl of the fashion
subgraph.

5 CONSTRUCTING FITNET
To construct FITNet, we need to identify the top influential, fashion-related accounts. Similar to
prior work, we employ PageRank [52] to measure an account’s influence within a network defined
by Twitter’s following and follower relationships [15, 32, 36, 69]. To create a fashion following graph,
we leverage homophily: the tendency of individuals in a social network to connect with people
similar to them [25]. We hypothesize that prominent fashion accounts on Twitter often follow
other important fashion accounts.
Starting from a network seeded with 20k fashion accounts, we snowball sampled the following

graph, using the fashion classifier to identify new fashion-related accounts to add to the network.
As we crawled more accounts and grew the fashion subgraph, we computed PageRank over the
network of the following relationships. We demonstrated that the set of top 10k accounts converge
as the fashion subgraph approached 300k accounts. Finally, we recruited 55 undergraduates in
a fashion-related major to validate and further categorize this ranked list of Twitter accounts
until 10k fashion accounts had been identified. This validated, ranked, and categorized set of 10k
fashion-related accounts comprise FITNet. To explore what FITNet accounts post about and how
they interact with each other’s content, we mine their tweets from a fixed year-long time window.

5.1 Crawling and Ranking a Fashion Subgraph
The random walk sampling done to estimate the size of the fashion subgraph produced a seed
list of 20k fashion accounts. We used this seed list to initialize a fashion subgraph, and computed
PageRank over the network of the following relationships. To grow this fashion network, we
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Fig. 4. As the fashion network grew to 300k accounts, the set of top 100, 1k, and 10k accounts under PageRank
converged.
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snowball sampled the following graph starting from the seed list; used the fashion classifier to
identify new fashion-related accounts; and added these new account nodes to the graph, along
with all of their following and follower edges to existing network accounts.

We recomputed PageRank over the network for each batch of 10k fashion-related accounts added
to it. Figure 4 demonstrates that the set of top 10k accounts converges as the subgraph approaches
300k accounts. Given the classifier’s false positive rate of 8%, the number of true positives can be
estimated to be 276k, which is close to the 263k size estimate of the fashion subgraph. Therefore,
we terminated the crawl after identifying 300k fashion-related accounts from snowball sampling
over 70M Twitter accounts.

5.2 Validating and Categorizing the Influencers
To validate and further categorize the top-ranked fashion accounts, we recruited 55 undergraduate
students majoring in Textile and Apparel Management at a large public university in the United
States. We built a web interface that facilitated the validation and labeling process. Starting from
the top of the ranked list, the interface presented accounts one at a time to participants until 10k
fashion accounts had been validated and categorized.

The interface first asked participants to validate whether an account was fashion-related, and also
determine whether an account was still valid: not deactivated and the most recent post being within
the last two years. If participants deemed that an account was both fashion-related and still valid,
then they were asked to further categorize the account. The interface provided 22 fashion categories
(Appendix A) organized into four groups: influencers (e.g., model and blogger), brands (e.g., luxury
and fast-fashion), retail (e.g., department store and ecommerce), and media (e.g., magazine and
blog). Participants could assign multiple categories to each account, and they were allowed to write
in additional categories if necessary.
For each account, the interface collected labels from two different participants. If participants

disagreed about whether an account was related to fashion or valid, a member of the research
team reviewed the account and broke the tie. Overall, participants labeled 10,919 accounts: 821
accounts were marked non-fashion, and 98 invalid. Note that the empirical true positive rate (92%)
is consistent with the classifier’s true positive rate. The remaining set of valid, fashion-related 10k
accounts comprise FITNet. The FITNet accounts are distributed across the fashion categories in
the following way: 4,188 (42%) influencers, 2,066 (20%) brands, 1,356 (14%) retailers, and 3,105 (31%)
media.

5.3 Mining the Tweets, Retweets, and Mentions
To explore what FITNet accounts post about and how they interact with each other, we used
Twitter’s API to mine all of their tweets between January 1st, 2018, and February 1st, 2019. On
average, we captured 2,923 posts per account. We index this repository of tweets by hashtags,
mentions, and retweets. This allows us to identify FITNet accounts that post about specific topics,
and understand how accounts interact with each other’s content by visualizingmention and retweet
networks.

6 RESULTS: UNDERSTANDING INFLUENCERS
This paper presents the first large-scale analysis of fashion influencers on social media. FITNet
comprises 4,188 influencer accounts. Among them, there are 2,248 bloggers (54%), 593 editors (14%),
458 designers (11%), 485 stylists (12%), 307 celebrities (7%), 291 models (7%), 137 photographers (3%),
and 79 casting directors (2%). Therefore, more than half of the influencers in FITNet are categorized
as bloggers.
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heidiklum 175

DitaVonTeese 193

ZooeyDeschanel 214

CindyCrawford 220

jessicastam 226

32% Influence

Editors Rank

HilaryAlexander 50

ninagarcia 69

evachen212 95

DerekBlasberg 101

LibertyLndnGirl 107

annadellorusso 160

Edward_Enninful 164

francasozzani 165

tavitulle 187

SBRogue 206

31% Influence

Designers Rank

RachelZoe 20

themarcjacobs 120

LaurenConrad 122

RebeccaMinko! 135

KarlLagerfeld 136

Zac_Posen 142

JasonWu 181

xoBetseyJohnson 190

whitneyEVEport 192

masato_jones 211

35% Influence

Fig. 5. The top ten list for five influencer subcategories: Celebrities, Designers, Models, Editors, Bloggers.

6.1 How influential are they?
We measured the influence of every single account by computing the total number of incoming
following links (also known as indegree centrality) divided by the total number of nodes in the
fashion subgraph (300K accounts). The top ten influencers under PageRank have 46% influence,
meaning that nearly half of the fashion subgraph that we have identified are following these ten
influencers. Similarly, the top 100 influencers have 65% influence, and all of the influencers in
FITNet have 91% influence.
We also computed the influence based on the influencer categories. The top ten celebrities

have the most influence (44%), followed by the top ten designers (35%), models (32%), editors
(31%), bloggers (29%), stylists (26%), photographers (18%), and casting directors (8%). The top 100
celebrities also have the most influence (62%), followed by bloggers (51%), designers (48%), models
(47%), editors (36%), stylists (36%), photographers (27%), and directors (6%).

Taken together, all the bloggers on FITNet have the most influence (78%), followed by celebrities
(65%), designers (58%), models (48%), editors (47%), stylist (44%), photographers (28%), and directors
(6%). So in aggregate, bloggers in FITNet have the most influence, but each individual celebrity
still has more influence on average. In fact, the top ten celebrities, designers, models, and editors
are all more influential than the top ten bloggers. Figure 5 presents the top ten accounts in each
influencer subcategory along with their corresponding influence.

6.2 How is influence geographically distributed?
To study the geographical distribution of fashion influencers, we used the Geocoder library [14]
and Google geocoding service [12] to retrieve the coordinates of the influencers’ accounts based on
location data (e.g., cities) specified in their profile. Based on the retrieved coordinates, we created
Figure 6 to illustrate geographical influencer hotspots. For each influencer, Figure 6 presents their
number of followers on both Twitter (left) and Instagram (right).
While a large portion of bloggers are concentrated in fashion hubs such as New York, London,

and Paris, others are widely distributed. Some highly-ranked influencers live in states such as North
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Susie Bubble                        
         @susiebubble         

Followers: 256K | 474K      

Atelier Doré  
@wearedore | @dore 
Followers: 519K | 264K

Aimee [Ah-Mee] Song 
            @AIMEESONG 
Followers: 70.5K | 5.4M

Nicole Warne 
@garypeppergirl | @nicolewarne 

Followers: 35K | 1.7M    

Sarah Conley 
   @iamsarahconley         

Followers: 24.5K | 11K

Hilary Alexander 
@HilaryAlexander 

@hilaryalexanderobe 
Followers: 269K | 18.1K 

Bryan Boy 
@bryanboy | @bryanboycom 

Followers: 515K | 562K

Jacqueline Line  
@JacquelineRLine  

@jacquelineroseline 
Followers: 374.6k | 168k

Fig. 6. A heat map visualizing the geographical distribution (in pink) of FITNet’s influencers. Although many
influencers are still concentrated in well-known fashion hubs such as New York, London, and Paris; social
media has also distributed fashion influence more broadly.

Dakota (@JacquelineRLine, PageRank 108) and Arkansas (@imsarahconley, PageRank 408), which are
traditionally not considered as fashion-centric in the U.S. Similarly, some other top influencers live
in large cities that are also not considered as fashion-centric. For example, Bryan Boy (@bryanboy,
PageRank 70) is from Stockholm, Sweden, and Nicole Warne (@garypeppergirl, PageRank 613) lives
in Sydney, Australia.

6.3 Who influences them?
To understand how influencers influence each other, we measured reciprocity in the follow relation
network (e.g., how many connections in the graph are two-way edges). Only 7% of the 302,217,549
edges in FITNet are reciprocal. However, reciprocity is more prevalent among influencer accounts.
Overall, influencer reciprocity within FITNet is 15% and 18% within the top 100 influencers accounts.
This phenomenon could be ascribed to homophily: top influencers in the community follow one
another and form social clusters.

Figure 7 shows that bloggers follow everyone — including brands, retailers, and media accounts —
probably to be in the know. In comparison, celebrities often follow a very small number of accounts
when compared to the number of followers they have.

We also analyzed the tweets that were mined to understand who influencers interact with on
Twitter through mentions. Figure 8 shows homophily in action: influencers tend to mention other
people in their own categories. Bloggers mention other bloggers more than any other fashion
category, and similarly, celebrities mention other celebrities more than any other fashion category.
Editors and stylists mention indiscriminately across all the categories. Bloggers also mention
ecommerce sites, fast-fashion brands, and beauty brands more than luxury and premium brands. In
addition to other celebrities, celebrities mention magazines in their tweets more than other fashion
categories.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of influencer accounts that follow other fashion accounts, by category.
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Fig. 8. Percentage of influencer accounts that mention other fashion accounts, by category.
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Fig. 9. Percentage of influencer accounts that retweet other fashion accounts, by category.
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Fig. 10. Pecentage of other accounts that follow, mention, and retweet influencers, by category.

Finally, we analyzed the tweets that were mined to understand who influencers interact with
on Twitter through retweets. Figure 9 shows that the retweet behavioral patterns generally mirror
the mention ones. For example, bloggers mostly retweet bloggers/blogs as well as ecommerce
sites; celebrities retweet other celebrities as well as magazines. Overall, blogs and magazines are
retweeted more than brands, perhaps because they often generate interesting, original content that
is not always self-promotional.

6.4 Who do they influence?
In addition, we also analyzed how other fashion categories — brands, retail, and media — follow,
mention, and retweet influencers (Figure 10). Of all the non-influencer categories, luxury fashion
brands, PR/Marketing agencies, and beauty brands interact with influencers the most. Although
PR/Marketing agencies engage heavily with influencer accounts, influencers do not reciprocate:
they hardly mention or retweet PR/Marketing agency accounts.
Of all the influencers, bloggers are the most influential category: they are heavily followed,

mentioned, and retweeted by other categories. The next tier of influence comprises designers and
celebrities, who are often followed and mentioned, but not heavily retweeted. Finally, brands, retail,
and media accounts engage the least with models, stylists, and editors.

7 DISCUSSION: SUPPORTING INFLUENCER DISCOVERY
We designed FITNet’s data representation with discovery in mind. Fashion companies often want to
discover influencers who post about topics that resonate with their brand image or their customers’
interests. To support this type of topic-based exploration, we index tweets by hashtags, enabling us
to retrieve the set of accounts in FITNet that previously tweeted about a specific hashtag. However,
just using a hashtag a few times does not signify that an account cares deeply about a specified topic.
We demonstrate how the structure of hashtag-related interaction subgraphs reveals influencers
who champion specific fashion topics.
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Fig. 11. The largest connected component of the #plussize mention graph reveals clusters with strong interac-
tion ties related to plus-size fashion.

Fig. 12. Tweets illustrating mention interactions between FITNet influencers relating to plus-size fashion.
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Fig. 13. The largest connected component of the #sustainability mention graph reveals clusters with strong
interaction ties related to sustainable fashion.

Fig. 14. Tweets illustrating mention interactions between FITNet influencers relating to sustainable fashion.
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For example, if a fashion brand is trying to expand its range of sizes to include plus-sizes, they
might want to find influencers on social media to promote their new product line. They could
query FITNet with the #plussize hashtag to retrieve all the accounts that have previously used that
hashtag in a tweet.
There are 70 influencers in FITNet who have used #plussize in their tweets, and they are a

close-knit group. The #plussize follow network forms one connected component, and on average,
one account follows 9.3 other accounts (13.3%) in the network. Themention network comprises two
connected components, and 41 (58.6%) accounts mention at least one other account in that group.
Finally, the retweet network comprises five connected components, and 51 (72.9%) individuals
retweet at least one other account in that subset.
By visualizing the largest connected component of 38 influencers in the mention graph, we

can identify clusters with strong interaction ties, which surface influential accounts in this topic
network (Figure 11). Figure 11 highlights some of these clusters, and Figure 12 provides evidence
of #plussize tweets where individuals in these clusters mention each other. Therefore, based on the
interactions uncovered in the #plussize mention graph, a brand could reach out to bloggers such
as@nicolettemason,@bethanyrutter,@gabifresh,@gingergirlsays,@MarieDenee,@StyleMeCurvy,
@TheBlackPearlB, and @HayleyHall_UK to promote their plus-size line launch.

By employing a similar method, we demonstrate how to use FITNet to discover sustainability
influencers. Sustainability is increasingly becoming an important topic in the fashion industry;
there are 49 influencers in FITNet who have used #sustainability in their tweets. The #sustainability
follow network forms one connected component, where one account, on average, follows 6.2 other
accounts (12.7%) in the subgraph. The mention graph comprises three connected components,
where 28 (57.1%) individuals mention at least one other account in that group. Finally, the retweet
graph comprises three connected components, where 30 (61.2%) individuals retweet at least one
other account in that subset.
By visualizing the largest connected component of 23 influencers in the mention graph, we

can again identify clusters with strong interaction ties with respect to the topic of sustainabil-
ity (Figure 13). Figure 14 provides evidence of #sustainability tweets where influencers from the
clusters mention each other. Therefore, we can identify that @tamsinblanchard, @bryanboy, @am-
cELLE, @bel_jacobs, @orsoladecastro, and @StellaMcCartney would be good influencer candidates
to promote fashion sustainability causes.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This work is a first step toward studying the diffusion of fashion influence on social media. Future
work can leverage FITNet to build systems that monitor fashion influencers: the content they
post, their impact on the fashion industry, etc. To comprehensively capture an influencer’s digital
footprint, it would be necessary to mine their activity on other popular fashion social media such as
Instagram and YouTube. Since many fashion influencers use consistent screen names across social
media platforms, FITNet’s list of Twitter screen names can be used to bootstrap mining efforts on
platforms where APIs are not readily available. Since fashion influencers are the tastemakers of the
industry, such monitoring systems could also enable researchers to study the evolution of fashion
trends, capture them as they happen, and possibly even predict future ones.
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A FASHION CATEGORIES
The following options were provided to participants for categorizing Twitter accounts:
Influencers (8): celebrity, model, stylist, blogger, photographer, editor, designer, casting director
Brands (4): luxury fashion brand, premium fashion brand, mass-market/fast fashion brand (e.g.
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Zara, Gap, Uniqlo), beauty (e.g. Estee Lauder, Clinique)
Retailers (3): department store (e.g. Nordstrom, Macy’s), ecommerce site (e.g. Farfetch, 6pm), other
retailers (e.g. Target, Kohls)
Media (7): blog, newspaper, magazine, PR/marketing agency, e-zine (digital magazine only and
social media website), fashion week or other fashion events, social networking site (e.g. Instagram,
Twitter, Pinterest)
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